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Retrofitting Instructions - For fitting of the bracket kit to a completely new assembly see New Fitting Instructions below. 
 
IMPORTANT: To avoid assembly problems follow these instructions exactly.  
 
Step 1. - Photo 1 Place the Stockmaster on its side. Do not stand on the ladder. Remove the bolts connecting the Platform 
to the Frames at A and B and retain for re-use. Repeat for the other side. Remove Handrails if fitted (See inset photo C ) and 
retain the fastenings. Remove the Platform and stand it upright. 
 
Step 2. - Photo 2 Remove bolt connecting the Safety Rail to the Kickrail front at D and discard - See inset photo. 
a) Remove bolt connecting the Kickrail to the Platform at E and retain 
b) Remove the bolt at F and discard. 
c) Remove the bolt at G and discard. 
  
Step 3. - Photo 4  Separate the Safety Rails (see inset photo H )  from the Platform and place to one side. Mount the Short 
Bracket to the Kickrail at E. Use the bolt from step 2 a) & tighten.  
 
Step 4. - Photo 5  Fix the Long Bracket to the Rear Safety Rail using the M6 x 16 screws at G. Place the nut inside the tube 
and tighten. (For clarity the Side Safety Rail is not shown in this photo) 
 
 Step 5 - Photo 6  Lift the Safety Rails back into position on the Platform. Use the M6 x 70 screws at F and fasten the 
Bracket, Rear Safety Rail and the Side Safety Rail together. Tighten the assembly. Ensure the Brackets positioned as 
illustrated. Place 2 Nylon Washers between the Brackets and fasten using the M8 x 20 bolts.Tighten the assembly to allow 
free movement of the hinge action. 
 
Step 6. - Photo 8 Thread one eye of the Stainless Steel Lanyard through the ring on the end of the Detent Pin and engage 
the pin in the upper hole of the Platform Kickrail. Attach the other end to the Kickrail at K using the M6 x16 screw and washer 
supplied.  (if you removed handrails re-use the screws)  
 
Step 7.  Reassemble the items from step 1 placing the Stockmaster on its side.  
 
See the Folding Safety Rails Risk Assessment at www.stockmasterladder.co 
 
 
New Fitting Instructions - For retrofitting of the bracket kit see Retrofitting Instructions above 
 
IMPORTANT: To avoid assembly problems follow these instructions exactly.  
 
Step 1. - Photo 3  Remove the bolt connecting the Kickrail to the Platform at E and retain. 
 
Step 2. - Photo 4  (The inset photo does not apply to this step) Mount the Short Bracket to the Kickrail at E. Use the bolt 
from step 1 & tighten.  Locate the Rear Safety Rail - See Step 1 on Platform Rails and Frames instruction sheet and 
substitute with step 3 and 4 below. 
 
Step 3. - Photo 5 Fix the Long Bracket to the Rear Safety Rail using the M6 x 16 screws at G. Place the nut inside the tube 
and tighten. 
 
Step 4. - Photo 7 Lift the Rear Safety Rail into position on the Platform. Position the Brackets as illustrated. Place 2 Nylon 
Washers between the Brackets and fasten using the M8 x 20 bolts. Tighten the assembly to allow free movement of the 
hinge action. 
 
Resume the assembly at Step 2 on the Platform Rails and Frames instruction sheet and substitute step 2 with step 5 
below. 
 
Step 5. Thread one eye of the Stainless Steel Lanyard through the ring on the end of the Detent Pin and engage the pin in 
the upper hole of the Platform Kickrail. Attach the other to the Kickrail at K using the M6 x16 screw and washer supplied. (if 
you have handrails use the screws for fixing the upper end of the handrails)   
 
Step 6.  Go to step 3 on the Platform Rails and Frames instruction sheet and follow through to Step 12 to complete the 
Platform, Rails & Frames assembly. Note:  Substitute the two lower M6 x 65 screws in step 3 with the M6 x 70 screws from 
this kit.  
 
See the Folding Safety Rails Risk Assessment at www.stockmasterladder.co 
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